
SAVE THE OAKS
A Radical Act of Love

TREE PLANTING, CARING 
AND CEREMONY

TThis document is to provide information for any of the 

Oak Guardians on practical aspects of planting, caring 

and ceremony. Information has been collated from 

reputable sources and from the experience within the 

Save The Oaks volunteer team.

The Oak Guardian pledge
By By receiving these oak saplings, I/we pledge to plant 

with love and care, and honour them as living beings of 

this earth, before they are planted, and for as long after 

as we are able.
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YOUR TREE PLANTING DAY

Planting day preparation
Checklist for the day:

Risk assessment – incl. grid ref.⁄post code and          

hospital number.

First aid kit

Flask oFlask of hot drink, biscuits⁄cakes etc to keep volunteers 

happy!

Spades    

Extra gloves

Tree guards with canes & string⁄tree ties to attach tree 

to the cane

Prepare the way
PPrior to the tree planting day, ensure that the planting 

site is free of scrub/long grass. Strim the area giving  each 

tree roughly a metre square.

Ideally get some year old wood chip delivered to the site. 

If the woodchip is fresh, bring cardboard to lay on the 

ground before the woodchip. 

Email/call your volunteers a couple oEmail/call your volunteers a couple of days before the 

tree planting day. Give clear directions to the site, 

meeting times, expected duration of the day and what to 

bring (gloves, warm & waterproof clothes, drinks, snacks, 

spades). Ask about any access needs/requirements.

On the day
Welcome everyone and the other- than- humans.

YYou may want to do some kind of ceremony or simple 

gratitude sharing to give people time to really arrive 

and settle.  ( see ceremony section )

Give an introduction to the site.

Explain the risks for the day and ask folk to sign a risk 

assessment.

EncouEncourage people to work in pairs – Tree Council Covid 

Guildlines -  

https://treecouncil.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/B
est-practice-for-socially-distanced-tree-planting-events-17
09.pdf
Explain  and demonstate how to plant the tree. 

Get planting!

CAMPAIGN COMMUNITY

We would love to connect to you all.  Please join the Oak 

Guardians community on facebook and share your planting 

and stories, come together and honour the mighty oak. 

www.facebook.com/groups/1294711680888400
 
Geo Geo Locate on WHAT3WORDS
Find out more at https://what3words.com/ and share with us 

exactly where the oaks are planted!

Anyone who has the App can be guided to a 3mx3m square 

on the planet!



WHERE TO PLANT
This is a big topic, so we will try to keep it brief and 
relevant.

WWe are assuming that most of you will have selected 
areas and got agreements for where you are due to 
plant. Firstly if the proposed site is not your land, please 
seek permission of the owner, and ensure that they 
understand that you are planting trees for longevity.

Soil Biology
As we lAs we learn more about the biology of soil – it is clear 
that there are many beneficial relationships going on, 
and the trees you plant would be most happy in a soil 
biology that works for them – so planting within a 
deciduous woodland, on a woodland edge, or in or next 
to a hedgerow would be great. Consider if you have 
hedgerows with mature Ash trees in, that we may sadly 
lose a lot olose a lot of these trees in the near future – so you could 
add Oaks in a mature hedgerow – or widen the 
hedgerow into a shelterbelt. They will then benefit from 
a soil biology that is likely to be very suitable for them.

Oaks are Big Trees
It is important to bear in mind the final size that a tree 
can become when planting it, especially its canopy 
spread. Their branches can reach well over five metres – 
so imagine a circle of 10 metre diameter around your 
sapling. This means that you need to think carefully if 
planting near roads or buildings – if they become a 
nuisance or a hazard they are likely to get pruned or 
even felledeven felled. They also consume huge volumes of water – 
another reason for them not being planted too close to 
structures.

Look Around You
When you are choosing a site – take the time to look 
around the site, looking at the shape of the land and 
also what other trees are in the landscape. It is always 
good to extend woodlands by planting on the edge of 
existing woods, or maybe plan a wildlife corridor 
woodland – connecting two existing woods. You may see 
exposed high ground – are there any trees growing on it, 
or maybe an aor maybe an area of scrub already established that could 
provide cover and soil biology. Look at where trees have
succeeded in establishing themselves in the landscape 
-and try to mimic that pattern/design.
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Single Trees or Copses?
Some of you may be planting a single tree in memory or 
celebration, which is absolutely fine – just
note the points above. If you are planting numbers of 
trees, then it is worth considering how you
imagine a woodland/foimagine a woodland/forest would look in the future on 
the site. While final spacing of Oaks in a
mature woodland could be 10+ metres apart, as smaller 
trees they will benefit from each others’
company – connecting through roots systems more 
quickly. So think about planting the Oaks in small
ggroups of about 10-12 – about 2-3 metres apart to 
produce small coupes (copses). Not all of these
trees will reach maturity or veteran or ancient status, but 
they will have helped others on their way.

Also one thing to consider – if you are seeking to 
establish a woodland, how about infilling between
coupes ocoupes of Oaks with some other woodland species, 
especially trees that will make up the
understorey – Hazel, Hawthorn, Rowan, Field Maple for 
example. This could be done another year –
but can be included in the planning now.

Exposed Sites
OaOaks become big strong trees – however at the start they 
are not that robust. Check your site for
prevailing winds – generally south west in the UK. If your 
site is very exposed your Oaks will not grow
as fast and will have smaller crowns and likely to grow 
“leaning with the wind”. They will put down
ststrong roots to anchor themselves against those winds, 
but a windbreak can help – behind a hedge,
or plant some faster growing plants.

Finally
Wherever you choose to plant, take time to enjoy the 
environment around you, that you are
intintroducing your trees to.  Welcome them into that 
environment, appreciate the natural surrounding
that your Oaks are joining – and imagine it all in 100, 
200, 300 years’ time – and the joy that it will
bring and the contribution your Oaks will make to the 
local ecosystem.



HOW TO PLANT
Planting bare root trees is easy, but do not attempt to 

do it if the ground is frozen or soggy. Instead ‘heel’ (see 

below)  in your trees until the ground is suitable.  You 

can plant the oaks like this:

Insert the spade into the soil and push the handle away Insert the spade into the soil and push the handle away 

from you and pull it back towards you. Remove the 

spade, this will leave a cavity in the soil.

Put the roots into the cavity and give it a little wiggle to 

ensure the roots are facing downwards.

Using your heel push back all the soil firmly, we are 

trying to prevent air pockets forming round the roots.

IIf you can, give them water. 

‘Heeling’ in
You may not be able to plant your saplings out 

immediately, so it is suggested you temporarily ‘heel’ 

them in. 

Dig a ‘v’ shaped trench big enough to hold the roots of 

your saplings. 

Lay your saplings in the tLay your saplings in the trench so they are resting on 

the side of the ‘v’ and backfill with soil and using your 

heel firm them in and water. 

These saplings must be gently removed to plant out in 

their permanent position before the dormant season is 

over, so no later than April start. (end of February in the 

South of the UK) 

Never try to Never try to remove saplings if the ground is frozen.

Protecting
Tree guards will protect the young saplings from being 

nibbled by wildlife, you may want to install them and 

we recommend you look to find ones that are recycled. 

Here are a few places you may find some or some ideas 

for making your own.

YYou'll need to protect the planted trees with tree 

shelters or guards, against voles, rabbits or deer. 

Shelters also enhance growth rates. There are many 

different types of tree guards --  sadly most guards are 

made of plastic so we encourage you to:
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Source second hand guards
These can be found by asking on local free-cycle facebook 

pages  - https://www.freecycle.org/  or neighbourhood apps 
such as Nextdoor https://nextdoor.co.uk/find-neighborhood/

Salvage and reuse
KKeep plastic out of landfill and care for existing trees by 

removing shelters from plantings that have outgrown 

them..a simple Stanley knife cut down the seam of a solid 

guard will aid removal and "spiral" guards can be 

unwound from trees. (see last page for how to reuse a cut 

tree guard)

An oAn organised tree guard recycling scheme that has depots 

across the UK. 

http://www.agri-cycle.uk.com/what-we-recycle/tree-guard-recycli
ng/ or you can make them out of old chicken wire.

Buy recycled plastic/ cardboard

https://biocycle.co.uk/
hhttps://www.green-tech.co.uk/tree-planting-products/treebio-bio
degradable-tree-planting-products/treebio-biodegradable-spiral-
guard
https://gogreenguards.com/

Government's guide on tGovernment's guide on tree shelters if you like lots of 

detailed info. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/tree-protection-th
e-use-of-tree-shelters-and-guards

After Care
YYour saplings will need your help for the first few years. 

Where possible remove weeds around the roots and 

ensure they have sufficient water in dryer times.  An area 

of at least 30cm diameter around each tree must be kept 

weed-free for at least three years. This is the most 

important part of tree planting. Survival and growth rates 

of weeded trees are hugely better than those of 

unweeded tunweeded trees. Mown grass around each tree is the 

worst option, as grass competes strongly with the tree and 

mower damage to the stem is likely.

Use a thick layer of loose mulch, renewed at least 

annually, or a mulch mat.



PLANTING CEREMONY

We are asking you to be guardians of these oak trees 
and to plant them with an intention to remember that 
they are alive, intelligent and have a right to be here in 
the same way that humans have.

It is because we have foIt is because we have forgotten how to live well 
alongside other species and beings like rivers that we 
face a mass extinction and climate emergency.  So the 
strong intention behind these plantings is to encourage 
a shift towards humans remembering their kinship with 
the trees. Rather than seeing them as tools for carbon 
sequestration, or firewood resources or for any other 
human focused objectivehuman focused objective, we encourage you to 
recognise them as subject, not object. 

Knowing this is how humans can rewild and learn to live 
in a way that balances with the ecology around them.

 
To help create a sense of this intention as you receive 
and plant these saplings, here are some suggestions you 
may like to try (or lead others to try) before you begin, to 
enable you/them to remember that trees are alive and 
intelligent beings:

TThe simplest thing may be to ask everyone to share the 
name of / short sentence about something in nature 
they are grateful for today…woodpecker in the 
sycamore...sunshine...my apple at breakfast...the snail 
in my path that made me stop and notice it...my dog 
waking me up etc…

SStarting with gratitude is an old way to bring everyone 
to remember their place in the ecology of the planet.
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A more adventurous one could be something like a 
five min relaxation / visualisation to help people to arrive 
fully after travelling and to get into the sense of 
connection with the new trees as living beings.

It could go something like this:

Note – iNote – if reading this out, remember to go slowly and pause for a few 
seconds at the end of each line and at these places … This allows 
time for people to sense and feel and imagine.
 
Close your eyes or soften your gaze if that feels more 
comfortable… and feel your feet on the solid ground beneath 
you…
  
TTake a moment to breathe in... and out... slowly... to your 
belly… remembering how you and trees are so intimately 
connected by this act of breathing… how your breath becomes 
tree breath... and tree breath becomes your breath… in... and 
out... breathe slowly down to your belly as you feel the ground 
beneath you and the sun... or weather...or breeze on your 
skin… listen in for sounds... those we call natural like 
bibirdsong...water...wind... and those we don’t such as cars... 
planes...people…
 
Just bring your attention to sounds as you breath down deep to 
your belly... and down to your feet… notice any smells you can 
detect...both those we call natural... and those we call 
man-made…just notice how this place smells as you breathe it 
in...and this place breathes you in…still breathing deeply... 
down to your belly...remember why you are here today…to 
plant young oaks…
  
Imagine the small tImagine the small tree in your hand...it’s a spindly stick with 
roots exposed and delicate…feel its aliveness as you hold it… 
now imagine the tree it has a chance to become after you’ve 
planted it and rain has fallen and sun has warmed the ground 
… strong...vibrant...a presence... green leaves and rough 
bark...or the golden leaves and acorns of autumn falling to the 
ground...or its twisty branches bare in the cold of winter…
  
Take a deep breath and feel the gift that this oxygen is from the 
tree you imagined… and exhale your gift of carbon dioxide 
back to them…
 
NoNow...coming back to this task we are here to do... 
remembering in our bodies this simple and vital connection as 
we breathe... as we make holes...and place these small ones in 
the earth...you can open your eyes now if you haven’t already…
 
Welcome back.



HOW TO USE A TREE GUARD THAT HAS BEEN CUT

These are guards that often have a zip line down – and as the tree 
has branched too much or the guard has been left on too long, they 
need to be cut – to get off the tree – they are still often usable!

TThe guard/tube has several roles including protection from pests. 
The most common tube used is 1.2metres high, as this is high 
enough to stop a Roe Deer or anything smaller (hare, rabbit, 
muntjac, squirrel). The tube is also designed to be pushed slightly 
into the earth (hence need to clear grass and weeds away from 
planted tree) – this stops the vole from chewing off the roots (they 
love tree sugars). Vole populations have exploded in recent years – 
but last ybut last year there were comments about more kestrels – so 
hopefully the prey-predator cycle has kicked in.

As long as the tubes are still 1.2 metres tall and the bottom edge is 
pretty straight and intact, then they can be used again.

Their other main role is to provide a sheltered micro-climate around 
the planted tree, reducing the effects of wind, and keeping it warm 
and moist in the tube. It also prevents plants from outside the tube 
from competing directly with the sapling.

TTo be able to serve these purposes on its “second” life, it is 
necessary to ensure that the tube can still be held upright and be 
reclosed. The original cable ties are often reusable as well, with a 
small button to release them. If the cable ties an the holes they went 
through are still intact – use them again. However this will not close 
the tube against wind, and to create a suitable micro-climate.

TTo reclose a cut tube, it is recommended to use domestic garden 
wire (natural twine will not last the 2-3 years required). The wire is 
wrapped around the tube in two places (near where the cable ties 
are or were) and it is pulled tight in a loop to close the tube (best to 
have some tube overlap). The wire is then crossed between the tube 
and the stake, and then pulled round the stake and tied. In effect 
you have created a “figure of eight”. This is much more effective at 
keeping the tube closedkeeping the tube closed, than just looping wire around the tube and 
stake directly. Domestic garden wire (1.5mm or 2mm) can often be 
purchased in high street stores quite cheaply.

Please note, if the tube has tears or holes in it – it is not going to 
serve its purpose – and remember to push all tubes slightly into the 
earth around the tree.

Happy re-using!!
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